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Director's message 
 

It gives me great pleasure to share our second annual report 

with you, I hope you enjoy reading it. Attitude Centre for 

Education or ACE as we are affectionately known, is dedicated 

to empowering positive change for young people in 

Cambodia. I strongly believe that every Khmer person has the 

desire to achieve their dreams, but that they don’t always 

have the support to do so. 
 

When we first opened our Dormitory and Leadership 

Training Centre in 2009, the concept of free to 

underprivileged youth from the slums was unusual for so 

many. Sometime later, we decided to establish two schools 

in poverty stricken communities in order to provide child 

protection and education support to over 300 children. This 

was an amazing achievement for our young organization, as 

we relied totally on external funding. 
 

Since the early days, we have been playing a key role in 

empowering thousands of young people across Cambodia 

with our dynamic education and leadership program. 

Twenty-seven former ACE scholarship residents are achieving 

their dreams in prestigious institutions. Four former residents 

of ACE received scholarship and sponsorship to study in the 

USA, Australia, Thailand, and China. The other residents 

went on to work as doctors or business owners while some 

now work as a university lecturer, and a director of an NGO. 

This is truly amazing and as I look back at these 

achievements it makes me very proud to know that we have 

played a small role in helping to transform the lives of 

young people. 
 

While hundreds children become healthier, their parents are 

happier and the communities look cleaner. Parents could not 

afford to send their children to English classes, and now they 

can study for free. The youth used to be drawn into joining 

gangs and now they are starting to set up their future goals 

and work hard to achieve them. T h e  y e a r  o f  2015 

started another new chapter for ACE as we moved to a 

double sized building which provides enough place for the 

student dormitory, an office, and a training room. 

Constructing the library at the Rudi Boa Centre with the help 

of Traveling Story was a fabulous achievement and a great 

learning experience for our team. Speaking of our team, 

their innovation knows no bounds, as they designed and 

launched an Experience Cambodia Program which we are 

very excited to see how this develops in the next year. 
 

Looking ahead into 2016 we shall be providing scholarship to 

ten impoverished university students to join our Dormitory 

and Leadership Centre, two more projects will be added that 

provide non-formal education programs to about 400 

children! One of these shall be at one of the slums, just a 

three-minute walk from our office and the other will be in a 

remote area in Kandal province which is about two hours from 

Phnom Penh. Both of these projects will be managed by 

students from ACE using keys learnings from Rudi Boa and 

Wat Thann Heimberg Centres. 
 

If we do not change in life, we will become stagnant and 

ultimately die. Embracing change, we must ensure that our 

identity as an organization speaks to the people which we 

serve. In honor of that, we have commenced the process of 

changing our organization name, from the Attitude Centre 

for Education to Advanced Centre for Empowerment. The 

former will remain our legal name. This exciting change will 

certainly raise awareness about who we are and what we 

do. 
 

We have tremendous challenges within modern day 

Cambodia and we are externally grateful to all our 

supporters for their help and donations. It is our 

responsibility to empower young leaders for a brighter future 

for Cambodia, and we must use this help we receive very 

wisely to achieve our goals. Thank you. Sokchea (Ray) Saing
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Governance 
 

The Board of Directors ensures that the Management Team 

delivers on commitments to its mission and is effective and 

transparent in its obligations to its funders, staff, residents, 

communities, and other stakeholders, with which it interacts. 

The Board is constructed of individuals from around the world 

who meet via online media and visit Cambodia regularly. A 

sincere thank you to the members who kindly volunteer their 

time in helping to shape the leaders of Cambodia’s future. 
 

Mr. Drew McDowell, Chairperson, grew up in New Jersey, 

New York, and USA. He studied business at Colorado State 

University (BS Finance and MBA), and worked in Denver, 

before making Cambodia his home. In 2010 he married 

Yoeun Ratheany, and in February 2011 their son Cameron 

was born. Drew is currently the managing director and 

fundraiser for EYC, and also works for Music Arts School, 

another NGO partner of EYC. EYC has grown each year in 

terms of programs and an increasingly amount of decision 

making is transferred to the local team, many of whom are 

former students. 
 

Mr. Steve Heimberg is an attorney who has dedicated his legal 

career to protecting the rights of the disadvantaged and the 

powerless in American society. Dr. Heimberg, who is a medi-

cal doctor as well as a lawyer, is particularly well known for 

handling legal cases involving misconduct by health care 

providers. While fighting for his clients, Dr. Heimberg became 

involved in helping Cambodian children in 2006 and is on the 

board of several groups and NGO’s providing education and 

community support to some of Phnom Penh’s poorest com- 

munities. 

 
Mr Saing Sokchea (Ray) is an executive director and founder 

of ACE. He has served on the board of other NGOs and was 

involved in the Rotary Club of Phnom Penh Metro as the vice 

president. He is recognized for his talents, and received 

numerous scholarships including a Winston Fellowship 

Award to attend the Summer Peacebuilding Institute 

Program on leadership  

and conflict transformation, and the Australia Award  

Scholarship where he gained Master in Public Administration.  

 

Mr. Oun Nheanpiseth has vast experiences working with 

NGOs and Universities over the last 10 years before becoming 

a National Director of CBC. He formerly held the positions as 

an Officer Manager of University of the Nations, Part time 

Lecturer at Asia Europe University, and key positions at many 

other NGOs and schools. Piseth received a Bachelor of Science 

in Computer Science and gained a master degree of Science in 

Development Management from Norton University. 
 

 
Miss Lai, Yi Jung (Jenny) was born in Taiwan and has been 

dedicated to working on the international front through her 

volunteering with Beautiful Taiwan Association, an NGO 

that encourages young people to be part of learning projects 

while also helping to develop the youth who have 

leadership potential. In 2011, Jenny visited Attitude Centre 

for Education and since that time Jenny has facilitated and 

encouraged Taiwanese youth leaders to go to Cambodia and 

contribute to the work of ACE. Jenny hopes to contribute in a 

way that will strengthen ACE’s presence in the community to 

be a creative and guiding organization that fosters the 

leaders of tomorrow. 
 

 
Mr. Chean Toing AIN (JC) received a scholarship in 2000 to 

study Bachelor of Arts & Humanities, while majoring in 

Psychology and Education at Asia-Pacific International 

University in Thailand, where he graduated in 2005. JC has 

worked in building capacities and advocated for better 

services of those that are disadvantaged. In 2013, JC was 

recognized for his experience and commitment and was 

awarded a scholarship to study a master degree in 

Education in Australia for two years under the Australian 

Award program. 
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Organizational Profile  
 

Mission Statement 

We provide leadership training, life skills, and English 

education for underprivileged children and youth, 

empowering a new generation of young Leaders in Cambodia. 

Vision Statement 

 To empower our youth to be tomorrow's leaders for a brighter 

Cambodian future. 

Attitude Center for Education (ACE) is an independent NGO 

based in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, that reaches into the local 

slum communities and provides education, training, and work 

experience to disadvantaged children and youths. From 

English lessons with slum children to providing 

accommodation and leadership skills to university students, 

ACE works to advance the abilities and opportunities for 

Cambodia's future leaders. 

ACE delivers four main projects; two schools in poverty 

stricken communities, a leadership training center for 

promising and talented young adults, and a training and 

personal development project aimed at young professionals, 

called the Weekend Training Program. 
 

 
Our Core Values 

Each member of our team is guided in their interactions with 

each other, external stakeholders and the communities in 

which we serve by our core values. These values underpin 

how we do things and shall not be compromised. PRAISE. 

Perseverance; we shall not be afraid of failure and shall take 

on challenges. Respect; we shall treat every individual in a way 

that we wish to be treated. Action; we will not just talk; we will 

take action. Independence; we shall promote the right for 

each individual to express their thoughts. Sincerity; we shall 

do things from the heart and with passion. Excellence; we 

shall strive for excellence for the entire community. 

Philosophy 

We are guided by a sincere Heart, a thinking Head and a 

helping Hand. 

Brief History 

2009 Established ACE 

2009 Weekend Training Program Launched 

2009 Rudi Boa Centre 

2011 Registered with Ministry of Interior 

2011 Established Wat Thann Heimberg Centre 

2015 Experience Cambodia Program 

2015 Established Rudi Boa Library 
 

Networks 

ACE as coordinator and lead implementer of programs 

proactively pursues the development and strengthening of 

local networks of NGOs, government agencies, businesses 

and community groups in order to ensure increased levels 

of Youth Empowerment. 
 

 
Target Groups 

It   is   approximated   that   six   million   Cambodians   are 

impoverished and live on less than $1 per day. The youth 

(aged 14 – 30) make up 68% of Cambodia’s 14,805,000 people 

and due to their financial distress they don’t have the means 

to afford a good education. These same young people lack the 

leadership skills, confidence, drive, and initiative that is 

required to propel the country forward. Although many 

NGOs in Cambodia already provide leadership training, their 

programs are targeted towards, and only affordable to 

middle and upper income Cambodians. This lack of 

inclusion of Cambodia’s poorest and most vulnerable 

citizens has entrenched the wealth disparity between the rich 

and poor, as those with means seek to maintain systems 

which reinforce their privilege and thus further impoverish 

the poor. We focused our strategy on the young people, living 

in   local   slum   communities   and   remote   areas   across 

Cambodia. 
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Funders and Partners 
 

We receive funding from donor organizations (grants), indi- 

vidual donations and sponsorships. As a grassroots organiza- 

tion, it is imperative that we liaise with partner organizations 

in order to achieve our goals. We are extremely grateful to the 

various parties that contribute towards our mission. 

These funds have been used wisely to maximize the impact 

that is possible. The characteristics of our various funders 

varies from; individuals in far away countries, to high school 

children within our own community, to global organizations 

supporting youth and children. We have a total of 51 different 

funding streams illustrated in first graph below, who have 

provided a total amount of $57,426.65 illustrated in the graph 

at the bottom.  

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The graph above reflects the flow of donations into ACE. 
 
Main Donors and Sponsors: Heimberg Barr LLP - UWC South 

East Asia - Kids in Cambodia - The Global Fund for Children - 

Beautiful Taiwan Association - Taiwan Fund for Children and 

Families - Traveling Stories - Good Shepherd Social Welfare 

Services - Department of Social Work, Asia University - 

Rotaract Club of Kowloon West - Richard Boa-Chibodia- Niels 

Lund-Frank Althuizen- Dany Yon.  

 
Main Partners: EYC: Empowering Youth in Cambodia - Green 

Galaxy Goal - IPSL: The International Partnerships for Service 

Learning and Leadership  - Cambodia World Family - Rotaract 

Club of Phnom Penh Metro- Carpets for Communities - 

Equitable Cambodia - Carers of Africa Inc. 

 
Individual Sponsors: We have many individual sponsors and 

donors who often request to remain anonymous for their 

privacy and we sincerely appreciate their contributions 

towards our mission. 
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Programs 
 

The different streams of funding that we receive are used 

towards our service delivery and for our operations, to ensure 

sustainability in everything that we are doing.  
 
 
 

 

value-based leaders. We provide each resident with 

leadership training, volunteer programs, and life skills in 

order to prepare for them to take their place as a positive 

influence in society. 

 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our Business Model above illustrates the alignment of our 

service delivery and our organizational philosophy, 

systems and structures. 
 

 
Dormitory and Leadership Centre (DLC) 

This program was developed in 2009 and is one of the main 

programs delivered by ACE. The DLC provides a higher 

quality of life and wellbeing enrichment for students from 

remote provinces and urban slum communities. 
 

 
Students become residents at the DLC and are chosen on the 

basis of financial hardship, remoteness in living conditions 

and their potential to become active leaders, and role model 

citizens for the next generation. The DLC provides housing 

and scholarships while focusing on developing well-rounded  

 
 

 

 

We ran a total of 49 training classes for DLC, detailed in the 

below chart. 

 

Our Leadership workshops focused on topics such as time 

management, planning and organizing, effective 

communication, problem solving, and teamwork. 
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Child Protection and Education Program 

This program aims to protect the rights and dignity of 

marginalized children from Cambodia’s most impoverished 

slum communities. We work in both rural and urban 

provinces to support the development and enrichment of 

children, families, and the wider community to ensure that our 

impact is positive and purposeful. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rudi Boa Centre 

This center is ACE’s flagship and longest program and since 

taking over the responsibilities from Bridge Across Borders 

South East Asia (BABSEA) in 2009. ACE has consistently 

delivered on their commitment to serve the urban poor 

community and the relocation side, called Peace II on the 

outskirts of Phnom Penh. 

 

The construction process of the Library was completed within 

budget over a six-week period. The remaining funding is 

being used to improve the libraries infrastructure. This 

project could not have been made possible without the 

significant contribution of our partner, Traveling Story to 

whom we are extremely grateful. 
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English Classes; 160 children, between the ages of 5 and 20 

years old were enrolled at RBC for English Language Classes. 

The children achieved excellent results with an 87% pass 

rate being achieved during the examinations. We ran a 

number of capacity building workshops for the staff and 

youth and smaller projects such as; art classes, nutritional 

eating, sports programs, karate classes and Khmer traditional 

dancing. 

 

Wat Thann Heimberg Centre 
 

 
This center was established in 2011 in Wat Thann slum 

community. There are 60 families and more than 100 children 

and young adults who are living in slum conditions. We ran 

Elementary English Classes during the week targeting 5-20 

year olds. In order to raise awareness about health we 

focused on Dental World Clinic during the year, educating 

the children and youth about dental hygiene. 

Experience Cambodia Program 
 

 
We commenced the implementation of this new program to 

encourage international volunteers to join our mission. 

Experience Cambodia has two sections, the first is the 

International Volunteer Service program and second is the 

Hostel program. This new program shall be developed further 

during 2016. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Weekend Training Program 
 

 
This program was established in 2009 and it provides training 

courses to members of our various programs, centers, and 

partners on; leadership, life skills, job seeking, marketing skills 

and entrepreneurial skills. The programs are delivered at the 

DLC on the weekends, and are conducted by qualified and 

experienced national and international trainers. 
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Financials 
 

Total operating income for the year was $57,426.65 plus 

interest income of $77.50 translated to a total income of 

$57,504.15. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
     

 

 

 

 

Total expenses for the year was $57,461.23 detailed per 

program in the graph below. 
 
 
 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Net income for the 2015 period was $42.92. 

 
External audits have not been conducted due to the cost of 

this service. Our accounting system is an MS Excel based 

approach. 
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                        How You Can Help 
 

ACE's work is only possible thanks to the generosity and kindness of our benefactors. As we receive 
no government funding, we rely on individual donors to ensure that we can continue to deliver our 
services. 

Are you able to make a donation to help advance the opportunities and education of young 
Cambodians? Even a small donation would make a massive difference. 

$20 will cover the transport costs to take fifteen children to visit the dental clinic  
$25 will buy enough materials for a month of art classes for the children 
$35 will buy enough uniforms for 10 students  
$50 will buy enough toothbrushes, toothpastes and hygiene supplies for one month    
$50 will be enough to bring 25 children to the Royal Palace 
$60 will pay one English teacher’s salary for one month. 
$60 will pay one Khmer Traditional dancing teacher for one month  
$100 will be enough to provide one day leadership training to 25 youths  
$100 will pay for food to 18 residents for a month  
$100 will buy enough textbooks and teaching materials for a whole year  
$600 will sponsor one university student to stay in ACE dormitory and Leadership training Centre for 
one year.   
 
To make a donation, no matter how big or small, please contact us at saingsokchea@gmail.com 

From all of us at ACE we extend our deepest thanks to individuals, organizations, and businesses that 
give us opportunities to empower thousands of the new generation of young leaders in Cambodia.   
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Contact Us 

Cambodia Office  

#26 & 28, St. Berk Tmey 271, Tom Nopterk,  

Chamkamon, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

P.O.Box:2120, Phnom Penh, Cambodia  

Tel: (+855) 23 676 8337 

Website: www.advancedcentreforempowerment.org 


